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Since October of 1994, dissertations that have been written by students in the OSU Linguistics Department since 1992 have been distributed by the graduate student-run organization OSDL. As of September 2006, we no longer provide hard copies of dissertations. Instead, we provide them in downloadable format at the following web page:
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If you have any questions about OSDL or any of the dissertations it distributes, please email: osdl@ling.ohio-state.edu
INTRODUCTION

This volume of the Ohio State Working Papers in Linguistics continues to build on the revival of the Working Papers, which started with issue 58. This issue reflects the diversity of interests within the department, and wraps up the backlog caused by the hiatus in publishing. The issue is, as we used to name them, a varia issue, combining some older papers (Joseph & Lee, Riha,) with some newer papers (Klippenstein, Sampson, Baker & Brew), and representing multiple sub-disciplines in the field of linguistics. Multiple languages are also analyzed in this volume: Greek, Albanian, Early Modern English, Chinese, Japanese, and modern English. We have ordered the papers by a loose division of focus. The first two papers deal with phonology. The third and fourth papers focus on morphology. The final paper is computational in nature.

We have enjoyed resuming regular publication of the OSUWPL, and look forward to the next issue, which will be out in Fall 2010. For subscription information and back issues, please visit us on the web at:

http://linguistics.osu.edu/research/publications/workingpapers
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